In this paper the current status of high-energy research on the hard X-ray characteristics of the persistent emission from magnetars is reviewed. Focus is put on recent intriguing results for 1RXS J1708-40 from phase resolved spectral analysis over a 2 decades wide energy band (∼ 3 − 300 keV) combining contemporaneous RXTE, XMM and INTEGRAL data. For 1E 1841-045 and SGR 1806-10 we also present updated results. The perspective for future MAXI observations for this source class is also addressed.
Introduction
Anomalous X-ray pulsars (AXP) belong to a class of rare objects concentrated along the galactic plane and emitting pulsed X-rays with pulse periods in the range ∼ 2−12 s, characteristic spin-down time scales of ∼ 10 3 − 10 5 year and surface magnetic dipole field strengths well above the quantum critical value of B QED ≃ 4.4 × 10
13
Gauss. The fact that the observed X-ray luminosity is much larger than the spin-down power excludes an interpretation in which the (pulsed) X-ray emission originates from a spin-down powered pulsar (see e.g. Kaspi 2007 or Woods & Thompson 2006 for reviews on AXPs). On the other hand the lack of apparent bright optical counterparts and the absence of periodic modulation of the X-ray pulsations exclude an interpretation involving accreting compact sources.
Currently, models based on the decay of very strong magnetic fields (10 14 − 10 15 G) -so called "magnetar" models (e.g. Thompson, Lyutikov & Kulkarni 2002 and Duncan 1996 and references therein) -explain the observed soft X-ray characteristics (0.5-10 keV) of AXPs at a satisfactory level. Bursting and (rotational) glitching behaviour have been observed from AXPs. These phenomena are common for Soft Gammaray Repeaters (SGRs) for which the magnetar model originally was developed. These shared properties provide strong evidence that both AXPs and SGRs are members of the same source class.
The X-ray spectra of AXPs in the 0.5-10 keV band are very soft and can be described empirically by a black body plus a power-law model. The softness of the spectra below ∼10 keV (power-law indices all >2) predicted nondetections for energies above ∼10 keV and thus explains the initial ignorance of studying the spectral properties of AXPs at energies above 10 keV. It was, therefore, a big surprise that INTEGRAL IBIS-ISGRI (20-300 keV) measured hard X-rays from the direction of three AXPs. Molkov et al. (2004) reported the discovery of an IN-TEGRAL source at the position of AXP 1E 1841-045 in SuperNova Remnant (SNR) Kes 73 for energies up to 120 keV. This was followed up by Kuiper et al. (2004) , who analysed archival RXTE PCA and HEXTE data from monitoring observations, to prove that the hard X-ray emission comes from the AXP and not from the SNR. They discovered pulsed hard X-ray/soft γ-ray emission up to ∼150 keV.
Since then Revnivtsev et al. (2004) and den Hartog et al. (2006) published the INTEGRAL detections of AXP 1RXS J1708-40 and AXP 4U 0142+61, respectively. These works were again followed up by a search in archival RXTE PCA and HEXTE data (Kuiper et al. 2006 ) and pulsed hard X-ray emission was detected.
Currently ten AXPs (one should be considered as a candidate AXP) and five SGRs are known. For three persistently "bright" AXPs hard X-ray spectra (>20 keV) have been measured with INTEGRAL up to at least 150 keV. For the other seven AXPs no persistent Fig. 1 . High-energy total and pulsed spectra of 1E 1841-045 combining RXTE PCA, HEXTE and INTEGRAL ISGRI data for the ∼ 3 − 300 keV pulsed spectrum; XMM Newton EPIC and INTE-GRAL ISGRI for the total spectrum from 1E 1841-045 and Kes 73; and Chandra ACIS for the total (=pulsed plus DC) emission from 1E 1841-045. Also, CGRO COMPTEL 2σ upper-limits are shown. Note, the drastic upturn of the pulsed emission near 15 keV. The emission is 100% pulsed beyond ∼ 100 keV.
hard X-ray detections can yet be claimed from the IN-TEGRAL data 1 . Also, from two SGRs, SGR 1806-10 ( Mereghetti et al. (2005) , Molkov et al. (2005) ) and SGR 1900+14 (Götz et al. 2006) , persistent hard X-ray emission has been detected. In the magnetar model persistent hard X-ray emission was initially ignored. Since the new findings described in this review, several theoretical attempts to explain the hard X-ray characteristics have been made (Heyl & Hernquist 2005 (a,b), 2007 Thompson & Beloborodov 2005; Beloborodov & Thompson 2007; Baring & Harding 2007 , 2008 . However, so far theoretical consensus has not been reached and the observed phenomenology remains unexplained. In this paper the observational aspects are addressed and we summarize the hard X-ray/soft γ-ray emission characteristics above ∼ 20 keV for the currently known sample of five magnetars emitting hard X-rays.
2. Persistent hard X-ray/soft γ-ray magnetars 2.1. 1E 1841-045 (in SNR Kes 73) 1E 1841-045 is located at the very center of SNR Kes 73. In the source catalogue published by Molkov et al. (2004) , surveying the Sagittarius Arm tangent region, a * 1 Pulsed high-energy emission up to ∼ 24 keV has been detected from 1E 2259+586 in RXTE PCA data combining ∼ 750 ks of exposure.
hard X-ray (18-120 keV) source was reported from imaging studies positionally consistent with 1E 1841-045 and Kes 73. Subsequent work by Kuiper et al. (2004) showed that the emission above ∼ 20 keV could be attributed, surprisingly, to the anomalous X-ray pulsar because the pulsed fingerprint was detectable up to ∼ 150 keV using RXTE HEXTE (15-250 keV) data. The pulsed spectrum above ∼ 10 keV appeared to be very hard with a photon index of 0.94 ± 0.16. The spectral picture for energies between 0.5 and 300 keV was updated by Kuiper et al. (2006) including now for the first time the total flux measurements from INTEGRAL IBIS ISGRI derived for seven logarithmically binned energy bands between 20 and 300 keV using INTEGRAL data collected between March 10, 2003 and Nov. 8, 2004 . The RXTE HEXTE total flux values were abandoned in that work because it was realized that these were inaccurate due to the non-imaging nature of the instrument (on-off observation strategy with relatively large field of views). The total emission from 1E 1841-045 above 20 keV was consistent with a power-law model with a photon index of 1.32 ± 0.11. Comparison of the pulsed and total spectra above ∼ 20 keV indicated that the emission is consistent with being 100% pulsed for energies beyond 100 keV. Assuming that the emission level above 20 keV is reasonably stable CGRO COMPTEL measurements performed earlier between 1991-2000 in the 0.75-30 MeV band demand a spectral break in the range 300 -750 keV. Also, Kuiper et al. (2006) confirmed the presence of the pulsed signal in the > 20 keV INTEGRAL ISGRI data. In this work an updated INTEGRAL ISGRI total spectrum (20-300 keV) in ten logarithmically binned energy bands is presented using data from INTEGRAL observations performed between March 10, 2003 and May 26, 2006 . Spectral analysis adopting a power-law model yields a photon index of 1.39±0.05 and a 20-100 keV flux of (5.9 ± 0.2) × 10 −11 erg/cm 2 s. The 20-300 keV spectral data do still not reveal a spectral break in this range. The current high-energy picture is shown in Fig.1 .
4U 0142+61
The detection of 4U 0142+61 at hard X-rays was announced by den Hartog et al. (2004) Revisiting archival RXTE data collected over the period March 28, 1996 -Sept. 18, 2003 Kuiper et al. (2006 found the pulsed signal of 4U 0142+61 up to ∼ 50 keV in RXTE HEXTE data. The pulsed spectrum over the 2-32 keV range could be described adequately by a double power law model with a soft and hard index of Γ s = 4.09 ± 0.04 and Γ h = −0.8 ± 0.10, respectively. Such a drastic hardening, around 10 keV, had never been observed for any source.
den Hartog et al. (2008a) published the most detailed findings at high-energies for 4U 0142+61. By combining 4.5 Ms of screened INTEGRAL ISGRI data from observations performed between Dec. 12, 2003 and Aug. 13, 2006 they detected pulsed emission from 4U 0142+61 up to ∼ 160 keV. The two profiles for the 20-50 keV (4.4σ) and 50-160 keV (4.7σ) bands are shown in Fig.2(a,b) , respectively. The integral 20-160 keV pulsed signal reached a 6.5σ significance. The total high-energy signal (> 20 keV) was studied for different epoches and no evidence was found for significant long-term time variability. Both the flux and photon index were stable within the 17% level (1σ). These authors also reported evidence for a spectral break in the total spectrum above 20 keV combining contemporaneous INTEGRAL ISGRI (20-300 keV) and SPI (20-1000 keV) data: the νF ν spectrum peaks at 228 +65 −41 keV. The total spectrum from 0.5 to 30,000 keV is shown in Fig. 3 displaying XMM Newton, INTEGRAL ISGRI and SPI and CGRO COMP-TEL measured flux values and upper limits. The best fit In den Hartog et al. (2008a) phase-resolved spectral analysis results were presented for three relatively broad phase intervals with boundaries dictated by the observed emission features in the underlying pulse-profiles over the 0.5 to 300 keV range. Data from RXTE PCA, INTEGRAL ISGRI, XMM Newton and (noncontemporaneous) ASCA GIS were combined for this purpose using consistent phase aligning. The ASCA GIS data showed different pulse morphologies and flux levels compared to data from the later performed XMM Newton and RXTE PCA observations. This might be related to a glitch happening near the ASCA observation. Clear trends are visible in the phase-resolved pulse-emission spectra (see for more details den Hartog et al., 2008a).
1RXS J1708-40
High-energy emission (> 20 keV) from 1RXS J1708-40 was reported by Revnitsev et al. (2004) and was confirmed by Kuiper et al. (2006) using more INTEGRAL data. Revisiting archival RXTE data (Jan. 12, 1998 -Oct. 26, 2003 and using INTEGRAL ISGRI data these authors detected pulsed emission even above 75 keV.
den Hartog et al. (2008b) presented new updates on the high-energy emission research using now all available (Jan. 29, 2003 29, -Oct. 5, 2006 INTEGRAL ISGRI data with 1RXS J1708-40 in the field of view. The total screened good time exposure was ∼ 12 Ms, which translated in an effective on-axis exposure of ∼ 5.2 Ms. The long-term variability in the 20-300 keV band was studied by performing spectral analyses on a half-year and yearly base. No significant variability was found either in flux or in photon index (see Fig. 4 ) in contradiction with Götz et al. (2007) , who claimed longterm hard X-ray variability in relation to glitch activity. Therefore, den Hartog et al. (2008b) considered the full ISGRI dataset and derived a time-averaged total spectrum (20-300 keV), described properly by a power-law model with photon index Γ = 1.13 ± 0.06 and a 20-150 keV flux of (6.61 ± 0.23) × 10 −11 erg/cm 2 s. No hint for a spectral break could be found below 300 keV. Assuming stable high-energy emission from 1991 up to 2006 the CGRO COMPTEL 2σ upper limits require a spectral break somewhere between 300 and 750 keV.
A timing analysis of the full ISGRI dataset yielded a considerably improved pulse profile, now, with a detection significance of 12.3σ for the 20-270 keV range. Pulsed emission is detected up to ∼ 270 keV. The morphology of the pulse profiles as a function of energy from 0.5 up to 270 keV is shown in Fig. 5 . XMM-Newton EPIC PN data have been used for the part below 12 keV. Drastic morphology changes are visible in this collage. From these pulse profiles the total pulsed spectrum of 1RXS J1708-40 has be derived. Both the total and total pulsed spectrum (RXTE PCA and HEXTE data are also included) of 1RXS J1708-40 are shown in Fig. 6 . The high-energy emission is consistent with being 100% pulsed beyond ∼ 150 keV.
The excellent statistics in the timing domain for IN-TEGRAL ISGRI (20-300 keV) and RXTE PCA (3-30 keV) allowed to explore the spectral characteristics as a function of phase over the 3-300 keV band. The phaseresolved spectra in ten 0.1 -wide phase bands over 2 decades in energy are shown as data points in Fig. 7 . From these spectra three distinct spectral components with completely different shapes could be recognized: a) a soft PL with index 3.58±0.34, b) a hard PL with index 0.99 ± 0.05 and c) a composite spectral model contributing over phases 0.7-0.9. These three spectral components have subsequently been used in spectral fit procedures fitting the data of each phase slice in terms of the sum of three model components, each with a free scale. The phase distributions of the normalizations of these three components, all evaluated at the pivot energy of 15.04 keV, are shown in Fig. 8 and represent three decoupled pulse profiles. The soft component peaks around phase 0.4 (c.f. Fig. 5 ), while the other two components peak around phase 0.8. The width of the curved component (∼ 0.25 in phase) is about half the width of the hard component. These new results from phase resolved spectral analysis give important constraints showing that three dimensional modeling covering both the geometry of the emission regions and the different production processes is required to explain the findings. (2007) revisited the BeppoSAX observations and found in the BeppoSAX observation performed before the August 27, 1998 giant flare indications for a hard spectral tail with a photon index 1.6±0.3 at a 4× larger flux level in the 20-100 keV band. This implies a drastic change in spectral behaviour before and after the 1998 giant flare.
Summary
From this review it is clear that detailed observations in the high-energy window are crucial for understanding the physical processes taking place under extreme conditions on the surface and in the magnetosphere of magnetars. A significant fraction of the magnetars currently known emit very luminous high-energy (> 20 keV) radiation. Hard spectral tails have been detected in the total emission from AXPs with power-law indices in the range 0.9-1.4, and somewhat softer tails for SGRs. Spectral breaks or bends in the total spectrum of AXPs occur above ∼ 250 keV. The pulsed emission (AXPs) above 10 keV is even harder with indices between -1 and 1. For AXPs the pulsed fraction approaches 100% near 100-150 keV. So far, from SGRs no persistent pulsed emission has been detected above ∼ 30 keV. We have shown in phase-resolved spectral analyses that distinctly different components contribute to the total pulsed emission. These findings require theoretical models involving different production processes taking place at different sites in the magnetosphere.
MAXI perspective for magnetar research
With a 10 times larger sensitivity than the RXTE ASM (2-12 keV), observations with the Gas Slit Camera (GSC) of MAXI aboard the International Space Station (ISS) can be very useful for the research on AXPs and SGRs. This instrument sensitive to photons with energies in the range 2-30 keV has 12 cameras with proportional counters totaling a sensitive area of 5350 cm 2 . Due to the scanning nature of the experiment a typical celestial source is twice per ISS orbit for 22 s in the field of view (1.
• 5 × 160 • ) of one of the two camera arrays each consisting of six cameras. This strategy yields a 5σ sensitivity of ∼ 1 mCrab in a one-week accumulation. This is amply sufficient to determine the (total) emission state on a daily base for most of the AXPs which have total fluxes of about 5 mCrab between 2 and 10 keV. Above 10 keV the sensitivity of the MAXI GSC is too low to obtain meaningful results. Due to the sparse covering factor (0.8% duty cycle) of a source per ISS orbit of ∼ 90 minutes, there is little chance to catch a fast transient event lasting from seconds to minutes on the fly. Enhanced fluxes levels of AXPs and SGRs lasting from days to weeks can, however, easily be signalled provided that the flux level is sufficiently high. A point of concern is the rather crude angular response of 1.
• 5 (FWHM) which will give source confusion in crowded regions near the Galactic plane where the AXPs and SGRs are located. However, given the time resolution of 120µs of the GSC, for the bright AXPs, 4U 0142+61, 1RXS J1708-40 and 1E 1841-045, the sensitivity is high enough to extract the pulsed flux, typically 1 mCrab in the 2-10 keV band, from weekly accumulations. This allows also the construction of a pulsar ephemeris, the set of timing parameters determining the rotation behaviour of the pulsar as a function of time. This information is crucial for instruments like INTEGRAL IBIS ISGRI for which the extraction of the pulsed signal relies on pulsephase folding techniques because of the weakness of the signal.
